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Wednesday
Series 1 Quiz 2

1. Why does Wednesday and Thing break into the coroner’s office?

2. What does Wednesday discover has happened to the bodies of each of the monsters’ victims?

3. What does Wednesday retrieve from the monster’s lair, giving the evidence to Sheriff Galpin for
testing?

4. Who interrupts the school dance and triggers the buildings fire sprinklers in revenge for
Wednesday's disruption of the town ceremony?

5. Wednesday senses that Eugene is in danger and heads into the forest, how does she find Eugene?

6. 32 years ago, who was arrested at Nevermore on suspicion of killing Garrett Gates?

7. Whilst in prison, what does Gomez admit to Wednesday about the killing of Garrett Gates?

8. Principle Weens admits to covering up Rowan's death by shapeshifting. What was her reasons for
covering up the death?

9. When Wednesday has a vision of Goody Addams, she is instructed to seek out the Gates Mansion.
Who does Wednesday witness sneaking out of the mansion?

10. What does Wednesday, Enid and Tyler discover in the cellar of the Gates Mansion?

11. When Wednesday leads Sheriff Galpin to the cellar at the Gates Mansion, how do they find it?

12. Who got run over and left severely injured and then later at the hospital, is killed by an unknown
figure?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. To copy the files of the monster's victims
2. Had body parts surgically removed
3. One of the monsters claws
4. Mayor Walker's son, Lucas
5. Gravely injured by the monster
6. Gomez Addams

7. That he was covering up for Morticia
8. To evade controversy at the school
9. Mayor Walker
10. Severed body parts of the monster's victims
11. Empty
12. Mayor Walker
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